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Abstract Loss terms in the land water budget (including drainage, runoff, and evapotranspiration)
are encoded in the shape of soil moisture “drydowns”: the soil moisture time series directly following a
precipitation event, during which the infiltration input is zero. The rate at which drydowns occur—here
characterized by the exponential decay time scale 𝜏—is directly related to the shape of the loss function
and is a key characteristic of global weather and climate models. In this study, we use 1 year of surface
soil moisture observations from NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive mission to characterize 𝜏 globally.
Consistent with physical reasoning, the observations show that 𝜏 is lower in regions with sandier soils,
and in regions that are more arid. To our knowledge, these are the first global estimates of 𝜏—based
on observations alone—at scales relevant to weather and climate models.

1. Introduction

Soil moisture plays an important role in hydrological processes fundamental to agriculture [e.g., Rosenzweig
et al., 2002; Botter et al., 2007], ecosystem function [e.g., D’Odorico et al., 2003; Manzoni et al., 2012], and human
health [e.g., Fecan et al., 1999; Bomblies and Eltahir, 2010]. It regulates exchanges of water, heat, and other
scalars between the land and atmosphere [Brutsaert, 1982] and impacts the development and persistence of
droughts, floods, and heat waves [e.g., Entekhabi et al., 1996; Bonan and Stillwell-Soller, 1998; Lorenz et al., 2010].
In a planar homogeneous soil volume, its dynamics are governed by the vertically integrated water budget:

Δz
d𝜃
dt

= P(t) − L(𝜃, t) = P(t) − (D(𝜃, t) + ET(𝜃, t) + Q(𝜃, t)), (1)

where 𝜃 is volumetric soil moisture (−), t is time (T), Δz is the depth of the soil volume below the surface (L),
P(t) is the precipitation rate (L T−1), and L(t) is the rate at which water is lost from the volume due to runoff
(Q(𝜃, t)), drainage (D(𝜃, t)), and evapotranspiration (ET(𝜃, t)) (L T−1). It is natural to combine these fluxes into the
single function L since they are quasi-deterministic characteristics of the land surface [Delworth and Manabe,
1988; Ghannam et al., 2016], compared to precipitation, which is an exogenous forcing and often modeled
stochastically.

Various forms of the loss function L(𝜃) have been proposed in the literature [Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1999a;
Laio et al., 2001a]. These loss functions typically include three regimes (Figure 1a). First, for wet soils (𝜃 > 𝜃fc),
drainage and runoff dominate. To first order, L follows a power law, increasing with increasing soil moisture.
Second, for intermediate wetness (𝜃∗ < 𝜃 ≤ 𝜃fc), the drainage flux reduces and L is dominated by evapo-
transpiration, which is purely a function of atmospheric demand and therefore invariant with respect to soil
moisture. This phase is termed “stage I” evapotranspiration. Third, for drier soils (𝜃w < 𝜃 ≤ 𝜃∗), evapotranspi-
ration becomes limited by soil water availability, and L declines to zero as soil moisture decreases. This phase
is termed “stage II” evapotranspiration. The stage I ET and stage II ET losses are often modeled as

L(𝜃) =
{

Emax, if 𝜃∗ < 𝜃 ≤ 𝜃fc

𝛽(𝜃)Emax, if 𝜃w < 𝜃 ≤ 𝜃∗,
(2)
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Figure 1. (a) Example soil moisture (𝜃) loss function L(𝜃) based on the model of Laio et al. [2001a]. The model has three
different regimes: drainage dominated (𝜃 > 𝜃fc), stage I ET (ET-I, 𝜃∗ < 𝜃 ≤ 𝜃fc), and stage II ET (ET-II, 𝜃w < 𝜃 ≤ 𝜃∗), where
𝜃fc is the field capacity, 𝜃∗ is a transitional soil moisture, 𝜃w is the wilting point, and Emax is the maximum possible ET ,
given constraints of weather and plant physiology. (b) Example soil moisture drydown time series (black line) following a
rainfall pulse, based on the model of Laio et al. [2001a]. The transition from drainage dominated to stage I ET occurs at
time tfc (black cross); the transition from stage I ET to stage II ET occurs at time t∗ (black circle). The drydown time series
is typically dominated by stage II ET (red line), characterized by the e-folding time 𝜏 (red triangle). (c) One year of SMAP
soil moisture observations (black crosses) for a site near Brisbane, Australia. The red lines show the exponential model
fits to the drydowns identified by the algorithm used in this study. Equivalent plots for sites in Eastern Europe, Africa,
central Asia, USA, Brazil, and Saudi Arabia are presented in the supporting information (Figures S1–S6).

where Emax (L T−1) is the maximum potential evapotranspiration and𝛽(𝜃)= 𝜃(t)−𝜃w

𝜃∗−𝜃w
(−) [Manabe, 1969; Jacquemin

and Noilhan, 1990; Mahfouf et al., 1996; Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1999b]. The loss function has also been esti-
mated directly from collocated observations of precipitation and soil moisture using a technique that exploits
the stationarity of the soil moisture time series [Salvucci, 2001]. The loss functions estimated using this method
agree qualitatively with the functional form proposed in earlier studies, both at the point scale [Salvucci, 2001;
Saleem and Salvucci, 2002] and at the scale of spaceborne observations [Tuttle and Salvucci, 2014]. While many
previous studies estimated the loss function for root-zone soil moisture (RZSM,∼1 m depth), and the loss func-
tion model in Figure 1a was originally designed for and applied to RZSM, the focus of this study is on surface
soil moisture (SSM, 5 cm depth). Based on Tuttle and Salvucci [2014], who estimated the SSM loss function over
the United States using satellite soil moisture observations, the form given in Figure 1a appears reasonable
for the SSM storage.

The loss function is encoded in soil moisture “drydowns”: the time series of soil moisture immediately follow-
ing infiltration of precipitation into the soil, for which P(t) = 0 (Figure 1b). In many cases, the drainage and
stage I evapotranspiration phases occur rapidly, and the drydown is dominated by stage II evapotranspira-
tion. It is modeled by assuming that all other fluxes are negligible and that ET is linearly related to available
soil water such that

d𝜃
dt

= −ET(𝜃, t)
Δz

= −
𝜃(t) − 𝜃w

𝜏
= −𝛽(𝜃)

Emax

Δz
. (3)

This model has two parameters: the e-folding time scale 𝜏 = Δz(𝜃∗−𝜃w )
Emax

(T) and 𝜃w (−). Global estimates of these
parameters are essential inputs to climate models [Sellers et al., 1997]. For models with different ET parame-
terizations, 𝜏 remains an important validation statistic. The parameter 𝜏 is of particular interest as a measure
of the “memory” of both the RZSM storage [Koster and Suarez, 2001; Seneviratne et al., 2006; Katul et al., 2007;
Orth and Seneviratne, 2012] and the SSM storage [McColl et al., 2017]. Sufficient soil moisture memory is a
necessary condition for the occurrence of soil moisture-precipitation feedbacks [Koster and Suarez, 2003].

Values of 𝜏 vary considerably between models [Mahfouf et al., 1996; Teuling et al., 2006], and between lim-
ited observations at individual sites [Kurc and Small, 2004; Dardanelli et al., 2004; Williams and Albertson, 2004;
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Teuling et al., 2006; Brutsaert, 2014], typically varying between several and ∼20 days. Global estimates at the
large scales required for climate models are typically obtained by upscaling point estimates using uncertain
land cover or vegetation maps. The accuracy of these estimates at climate model grid scales is unclear.

Global observations of SSM at scales relevant to weather and climate models are now available from space-
borne observations, such as the European Space Agency’s Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission
[Kerr et al., 2010], and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP)
mission [Entekhabi et al., 2010]. SSM—defined in this study as the vertically integrated soil moisture of the top
5 cm soil layer—may become decoupled from RZSM in arid environments. However, while RZSM can have a
stronger relation to hydrological fluxes such as ET , SSM is often well correlated with RZSM [Ford et al., 2014].
In this study, we use 1 year of global SSM observations from SMAP to characterize 𝜏 globally. Preliminary com-
parisons between SMAP and in situ SSM observations suggest SMAP is meeting its performance target, after
accounting for differences between the lateral and vertical support of satellite and in situ soil moisture obser-
vations [Chan et al., 2016; Shellito et al., 2016]. In section 2, we describe the SMAP observations and other data
used in this study. We also describe the algorithm used to identify soil moisture drydowns, and the proce-
dure for estimating 𝜏 . In section 3, we present and discuss the results of the analysis, including global maps
of average values of 𝜏 , and characterize its dependence on soil properties and climate.

2. Methods

In this section, we describe the data used in the analysis and the procedure for estimating drydown parame-
ters from SSM observations.

2.1. SMAP Soil Moisture Data
The NASA SMAP satellite was launched in January 2015 and measures soil moisture globally every 2–3 days
[Entekhabi et al., 2010]. SMAP originally included an L band radar and radiometer, providing 3 km and 36 km
soil moisture observations, respectively. The radar ceased operations after 11 weeks due to an instrument
anomaly; however, the radiometer continues to provide global soil moisture observations, which are used in
this study [O’Neill et al., 2016]. We use observations spanning the first full annual cycle of SMAP observations:
1 April 2015 to 31 March 2016. Retrievals impacted by radio frequency interference, the presence of water
bodies (>5% coverage of a pixel), dense vegetation cover (> 5 kg/m2), frozen soil, ice, or snow (surface tem-
peratures below 0∘C) were removed from the analysis. In northern latitudes, data from a substantial portion
of the year are discarded due to frozen soil. While this biases the sampling of drydown events to mainly spring
and summer months in these regions, drydown events cannot occur while the soil is frozen; therefore, the
biased sampling is not expected to affect our conclusions.

The estimated parameters in this study—in particular, the drydown time scales 𝜏—are nontrivially depen-
dent on the sampling frequency of the soil moisture observations. For example, given a monthly time series
(f ≈ 1∕30 day−1) of soil moisture observations, it is clearly impossible to identify rapid drydowns where, e.g.,
𝜏∼1 day. Furthermore, while the SMAP sampling frequency is nominally f =1∕3 day−1, the effective sampling
frequency—the ratio of the total number of soil moisture observations available at a given location to the
total number of days in the study period—deviates from this value in many locations due to the geome-
try of SMAP’s polar orbit and the locations of overlapping swaths. The effective sampling frequency can also
be reduced by filtering of observations to exclude erroneous retrievals in regions with, for example, dense
vegetation, water bodies, or frozen soil. The resulting global map of the SMAP effective sampling frequency
includes coherent spatial patterns that can result in spatially coherent patterns in maps of drydown param-
eters that are solely due to differences in sampling frequency, rather than differences in physical processes
controlling drydowns. Therefore, to mitigate this bias, we thinned the SMAP observations in regions where
f > 1

3
day−1 to obtain an effective sampling frequency of f ≈ 1

3
day−1 in these regions (supporting information

Figure S9). This mitigates the impacts of spatial differences in sampling frequency on our analysis. Since the
effective sampling frequency differs subtly between different satellite soil moisture products, we do not use
soil moisture observations from other soil moisture satellite missions—such as SMOS—in this study.

2.2. Ancillary Data
Soil texture data are obtained from composites prepared for the SMAP mission [Das, 2013].

Land cover classifications from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) MCD12Q1
International Geosphere and Biosphere Programme (IGBP) collection 5 land cover product are used [Friedl et al.,
2010]. No SMAP soil moisture observations are available in regions classified as “evergreen broadleaf forest,”
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“wetlands,” “urban,” or “frozen” due to filtering detailed in the previous section. These land cover classes are
therefore not represented in the analyses below.

Fields from the Noah 2.7.1 model in the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) [Rodell and Beaudoing,
2007] are used to estimate an aridity index. Specifically, the aridity index is defined as A = Rn

𝜆P
, where 𝜆 is the

latent heat of vaporization (J kg−1), Rn is the mean daily net radiation (W m−2), and P is the mean daily precipi-
tation (kg m−2). This index is a measure of aridity that is independent of the SMAP soil moisture observations.
Higher values indicate greater aridity.

2.3. Identification of Drydowns
Drydowns were identified in the soil moisture time series as periods in which the temporal change in soil
moisture was consistently negative. By introducing a positive temporal increment into a series of negative
increments, noise in the observations has the potential to truncate real drydowns and to create spurious ones.
To avoid noise truncating real drydowns, any positive increment smaller than 5% of the observed range of
soil moisture at the site is excluded if it would otherwise truncate a drydown. To avoid noise creating spuri-
ous drydowns, identified drydowns were excluded from the analysis when the positive increment preceding
the drydown was less than two times the target unbiased root-mean-square difference for SMAP observa-
tions (0.08). Of the remaining drydowns, only those that contained more than three SMAP observations were
retained.

For each drydown period, an exponential model [Rondinelli et al., 2015; Shellito et al., 2016] of the form

𝜃(t) = Δ𝜃 exp
(
− t
𝜏

)
+ �̂�w (4)

was fit to each drydown that consisted of at least four SMAP observations, using nonlinear least squares fitting.
Here 𝜃(t) is the volumetric soil moisture content (−) observed t days after the start of the drydown, Δ𝜃 is
the positive increment in soil moisture (−) that precedes the drydown, 𝜏 is the estimated drydown e-folding
time scale (days), and �̂�w is the estimated lower bound of soil moisture (−), approached asymptotically by
the soil moisture time series. Consistent with Shellito et al. [2016], we constrain �̂�w to be less than the lowest
soil moisture observed during the drydown, and greater than or equal to the lowest soil moisture observed
over the full time period (an estimate of the residual soil moisture). Therefore, �̂�w is an “effective” wilting point
that, in practice, is likely smaller than the true wilting point. This distinction has little impact on our estimates
of 𝜏 , which is the main focus of this analysis. We only retained drydowns if the coefficient of determination
(R2) of the exponential fit to the SMAP observations was at least 0.7 (supporting information Figure S8). The
median estimated drydown parameters are plotted globally. Median estimated parameters are only plotted
in locations where there are at least three observed drydowns. The total number of drydowns identified at a
given location globally is shown in supporting information Figure S10.

We distinguish between the estimated quantities (𝜏 , �̂�w) and their true values (𝜏 , 𝜃w). Our estimates are subject
to sampling error, like any statistical estimate. In addition to this error source, by fitting an exponential curve
to each SMAP-observed drydown, we expect 𝜏 will be identical to 𝜏 in cases where the drydown is dominated
by stage II ET (i.e., t∗ is substantially smaller than the duration of the drydown). In cases where this is not the
case—particularly in wet, cold regions with high clay fraction soils—then 𝜏 will be typically smaller than 𝜏 .
Simulations using the model of Laio et al. [2001a] applied to a 5 cm soil volume over a broad range of soil types
and climate conditions (supporting information Figures S5 and S6 and Text S1) suggest t∗ rarely ever exceeds
5 days and is often less than 3 days. The SMAP revisit time is approximately once every 3 days, meaning that for
drydowns with t∗ < 3 days, 𝜏 and 𝜏 will be identical, on average. In a limited number of cases, where t∗ > 3 days,
there will be some impact on the estimate of 𝜏 . Even then, only the first one or two SMAP observations in the
drydown will deviate from the exponential form. Each drydown consists of at least four SMAP observations,
spanning at least 9 days; and in many regions, the median drydown length is considerably longer than this
(supporting information Figure S13). Therefore, while 𝜏 and 𝜏 will differ in some cases, the deviations will likely
be small.

Unlike some previous studies, we do not use model precipitation time series to assist in identifying soil mois-
ture drydowns. The aim of this study is to characterize average properties of surface soil moisture drydowns
globally using observations alone. We perform several checks to ensure that the identified drydowns are not
the result of noise. Furthermore, estimates of average drydown properties—the focus of this study—will not
be substantially affected by a limited number of misidentified drydowns.
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Figure 2. Median drydown time scale 𝜏 (day). Inset: estimated probability density function (PDF) of 𝜏 . White regions
were excluded from the analysis due to radio frequency interference, soil freezing, presence of small waterbodies, dense
vegetation cover, or if less than three drydown events were identified.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present the results of the analysis, compare the results with recent published studies, and
discuss limitations of the analysis.

The key parameter of interest—the estimated median e-folding drydown time scale—is mapped globally
in Figure 2. Globally, the distribution of 𝜏 is highly (positively) skewed, with a mode of 𝜏 = 3 days, but a
heavy tail. The modal value agrees well with estimated values of 𝜏 = 2.8 and 2.5 days estimated using
in situ soil moisture observations at a grassland and shrubland, respectively [Kurc and Small, 2004] and is
consistent with SSM dynamics observed during a field campaign in southeastern Australia [Teuling et al.,
2007]. While there is considerable heterogeneity in the map of observed median 𝜏 , coherent patterns are
also visible. In the United States, the semiarid western U.S. displays a drydown time scale on the order of
a few days (with considerable variability). In the central and eastern U.S., however, the drydown time scale
is considerably higher, on the order of 10 days. The global map of �̂�w (supporting information Figure S7)
displays less heterogeneity, as expected, since it is mostly a function of static soil properties, except in
persistently wet climates. Its modal value is 0.02, and its distribution also exhibits considerable density
in the right tail. The SMAP algorithm imposes a hard lower bound on soil moisture retrievals, which may
contribute to the peak in the probability density function (PDF) around �̂�w = 0.02. Therefore, it is unclear if
the peak in �̂�w is physical or a measurement artifact. However, this will have little effect on our estimates of 𝜏 .

While the drydown time scale is spatially heterogeneous, we examine its relation to three important covariates
in Figure 3. Sandy soils have larger pores with lower suction caused by surface tension forces and therefore
release water to the atmosphere via evapotranspiration more readily. The results in Figure 3 (top left) are
consistent with this, showing that 𝜏 systematically decreases with increasing sand fraction, albeit with sub-
stantial variability around this relation. We further expect that soils will lose water to the atmosphere more
rapidly in more arid environments, where evapotranspiration is only limited by water availability. This is con-
firmed in Figure 3 (top right), which shows that 𝜏 decreases with increasing aridity. There remains substantial
unexplained variance in observations of 𝜏 . Much of this is likely due to vegetation, which is expected to
have a significant and spatially heterogeneous impact on 𝜏 [Porporato et al., 2001; Laio et al., 2001b; Teuling
et al., 2006]. However, there is no clear relation between IGBP land cover classes and 𝜏 (Figure 3 (bottom)),
and 𝜏 varies substantially within most land cover classes. Land cover classifications only crudely characterize
the heterogeneous responses of vegetation to water stress [Konings and Gentine, 2016], which may explain
the unclear relation between land cover type and 𝜏 . Overall, these results emphasize the importance of
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Figure 3. Box plots showing variation of (top left) 𝜏 globally with sand fraction (%), (top right) aridity index A (−), and
(bottom) IGBP land cover type. Box plots show the median (red horizontal line), 25th and 75th percentiles (top and
bottom of the grey shaded box, respectively), and maximum and minimum observed values (edges of the top and
bottom whiskers, respectively).

parameterizing 𝜏 (or equivalent parameters) in land surface models using observations, rather than relying
on relations with covariates such as those considered in Figure 3.

3.1. Comparison With Recent Studies
A recent study [McColl et al., 2017] found that SSM memory is longest in arid regions (low mean soil moisture).
This result may appear to be in conflict with Figure 3 (top right). However, the results are readily reconciled by
noting that 𝜏 is an evaporative time scale that ignores drainage; McColl et al. [2017] include drainage in their
analysis. Drainage is a substantially more rapid flux and dominates losses compared with ET in wet conditions
(Figure 1). Therefore, including its effects in a loss time scale will result in a shorter time scale estimate, partic-
ularly in wet regions. In arid regions the drainage flux is small due to low soil moisture; therefore, an estimated
loss time scale that includes drainage will likely be longest in arid regions (as found in McColl et al. [2017]),
explaining the difference with Figure 3 (top right). Therefore, the differences between the results presented
here and in McColl et al. [2017] are expected due to the exclusion of drainage fluxes in this analysis.

Soil moisture drydowns have attracted interest in the context of validating satellite estimates of soil moisture.
Two recent studies found that satellite estimates of soil moisture drydowns are more rapid than those estimated
from in situ observations [Rondinelli et al., 2015; Shellito et al., 2016]. Another found varying results, with
satellite-estimated soil moisture drydowns sometimes faster, and sometimes slower, than in situ estimates
[Champagne et al., 2016]. Preliminary validation studies suggest that SMAP is meeting its performance targets
[Chan et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2016]. Therefore, differences between satellite and in situ estimates of soil mois-
ture drying rates are likely due to differences between the vertical and lateral support of satellite and in situ
measurements, rather than systematic errors in the satellite retrievals.

3.2. Limitations
Our analysis is subject to several limitations. First, SMAP measures SSM rather than RZSM, and our estimates of
𝜏 pertain to SSM rather than RZSM. Since many land surface models do not include an explicit SSM layer, care
must be taken in directly comparing 𝜏 from land surface models with values estimated in this study. However,
since SSM and RZSM are often correlated, the SMAP-estimated values of 𝜏 provided in this study may still be
of use in parameterizing land surface models, provided differences between SSM and RZSM are taken into
consideration.
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Second, like any metric of soil moisture memory, our estimates of 𝜏 are dependent on the sampling frequency
of the observations [McColl et al., 2017]. Drydowns that occur on time scales smaller than the SMAP repeat
time (approximately every 2–3 days) will not be resolved by the observations, potentially positively biasing
estimates of average 𝜏 . However, modeling based on decades of field observations at the point scale suggest
that only regions with a high sand content and arid conditions are likely to be affected (supporting information
Figures S5 and S6 and Text S1). These observations are largely masked out in our analysis already, as they
typically do not contain enough drydowns. Another limitation due to finite sampling frequency is the inability
to resolve different phases of the drydown (Figure 1). We assume that drainage and stage I ET occur rapidly,
and therefore, stage II ET is the dominant process governing the shape of the drydown resolved by the SMAP
observations. In some cases, particularly wet regions with low atmospheric evaporative demand and/or a high
clay fraction, modeling suggests that it is possible that a drydown may take up to 5 days to reach stage II ET
(supporting information Figures S5 and S6 and Text S1). In this case, the early phase of the drydown will be
resolved by the SMAP observations but will be linear rather than exponential, resulting in 𝜏 < 𝜏 . However, very
few regions are expected to be impacted by this possible bias, particularly since many regions in northern
latitudes are already excluded from this analysis. Shellito et al. [2016] estimated 𝜏 using hourly (f = 24 day−1)
in situ surface soil moisture observations at 17 sites. They found that thinning the soil moisture observations
to f = 1

3
day−1 had only a small impact on the estimated 𝜏 at most sites. Overall, the sampling frequencies of

SMAP and other L band soil moisture missions such as SMOS [Kerr et al., 2010] of f = 1
3

day−1 are the highest
available at global scales and are capable of resolving a substantial fraction of drydown variability.

Third, the soil moisture observations are impacted by measurement noise. Fluctuations in the soil moisture
time series due to noise may result in detection of spurious drydown events. To counter this, our drydown
detection algorithm ignores detected drydowns for which the positive increment in soil moisture preceding
the drydown is less than a threshold. In some locations, the threshold may be too high and therefore result in
the algorithm missing true drydown events. In other locations, it may be too low and result in the algorithm
still detecting some spurious drydown events that are solely attributable to noise. However, sensitivity tests
(not shown) demonstrate that the results presented in this study are robust to reasonable changes in the
choice of threshold.

Fourth, the results in this study are estimated from 1 year of data. This is typically sufficient to characterize, to
first-order, average properties of soil moisture, while recognizing that in some regions, the estimated values
will differ from their true climatological value. This assertion is supported by the fact that the global map of
estimated 𝜏 (Figure 2) contains contiguous, spatially coherent regions (e.g., in the western and central United
States) that are consistent with physical reasoning.

4. Conclusions

The soil moisture water balance contains both stochastic (infiltration) and quasi-deterministic (losses includ-
ing drainage, runoff, and ET) fluxes. Analysis of soil moisture drydowns focuses on the quasi-deterministic
processes in the water balance and facilitates characterization of the loss function L(𝜃). Characterization of
L(𝜃) at large scales globally is essential for parameterizing global weather and climate models. In this study,
we have characterized the crucial drydown time scale 𝜏 globally, using the first year of SSM observations from
SMAP. The observations show that 𝜏 decreases with increasing soil sand content, consistent with the fact
that soil suction—and, therefore, the soil’s ability to retain water in the presence of ET—also decreases with
increasing sand content. The observations also show that 𝜏 decreases with increasing aridity, consistent with
the fact that the atmospheric demand for water from the soil is more intense in arid climates. For both rela-
tions, however, there is substantial unexplained variance that is likely due to vegetation effects, which are not
well characterized by IGBP land cover classification. This analysis provides the first observations-based esti-
mates of 𝜏 with coverage and resolution suitable for use in global weather and climate models. As the data
record grows with time, it will be interesting to examine seasonal variations in 𝜏 and to characterize spatial
differences in its full distribution, beyond average properties. Analyses of variations in 𝜏 due to vegetation will
be of interest in understanding how vegetation and soil moisture constrain each other.
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